SOLAR SMART
SCHOOL BAG
For Child’s Right to Light & Education

THE PROBLEM
• Power remains unaﬀordable, inadequate or simply
non-existent for 240 million (24 crores) people in India.
• When the sun sets at around 5:30 p.m., only a few
solar-powered lights or kerosene lamps break the
darkness. That makes it diﬃcult for children to do their
homework, stunting education in many villages where
about 70-90 percent drop out of school by eighth grade.
• Educational activities extend far beyond the boundaries
of school classrooms. Our students can't ever prepare
properly before examinations. How can rural kids
compete with urban kids under such conditions?

Student studying in the light of kerosene lamp

THE SOLUTION
Solar Smart School Bags: These school bags gives a child
dignity by day and by night it doubles as a light to study.
Our school bags are seamlessly designed for durability
and purpose.
They come with solar light that harnesses wearable solar
technology which charges during the day. This solar light
can be easily detached from the bag and turns into a
powerful source of light in the night.
Student using the solar light from solar smart school bag to study at night

CHANGE WE WANT TO BRING

Giving Child Right to Light &
Education: Around 70% students
in rural India leave school before
class 8 and one of the main reasons
is diﬃculty in studying after sun
goes down. All our school bags
come ﬁtted with a portable solar
light that turns into a table lamp
providing up to 8 hours of light for
reading & doing homework.

Dignity: Most students in rural
India carry their books in hand or
carry bags. We want to change
this and oﬀer them school bags
that they can proudly carry.
Children from rural areas of the
country shouldn’t feel inferior in
any sense as compared to urban
school going children.

Getting Rid of Kerosene Lamps:
Not only those kerosene lamps
emit harmful smoke but they are
also dangerous and cause many
ﬁre related accidents. They are
also very dim source of light.

ABOUT

SOLAR SMART
SCHOOL BAG
It is a tough solar backpack that's built for school kids who
don’t have electricity at home. This solar powered
backpack is perfect for both carrying books and
becoming a lamp with advanced solar cells. The
backpack has a solar light which can be charged by the
sun, then used as LED lamp at home. The bag has a pocket
that contains the solar panel which gets charged over the
course of the day and when kids arrive home, they can
remove the solar light and use it to have access to four to
six hours of light.
Solar Light Description:
Solar powered rechargeable study lamp, 32SMD, battery
4v 900mah, with 60cm cable two round pin plug，4 to 6
hours of light after charge.
Charges on a cloudy day as well (only needs outdoor
brightness).
1 year manufacturer’s warranty
School Bag Description:
It has one front transparent pocket for solar study lamp to
recharge battery, 2 side pockets store water bottles or
umbrellas, air mesh padded cushion design on the back
to reduce sweat. Padded top loop handle for secure hold
when lifting or moving the backpack.
Material: Nylon, Waterproof

KEY FEATURES
• Ideal for school kids of all age.
• A bright and ultra-affordable, ultra-compact light is a
great all-purpose fully integrated solar powered light.
• Waterproof Bag and solar powered light.
• The product can be carried, hung from the wall or
ceiling, or placed on any surface, and fits in your pocket
for easy transport and storage.
• The adjustable handle allows the product to easily orient
towards the sun during the day and to focus its light at
night, making it the perfect solution for studying.

WHY YERITE?
We believe in giving back to the society
We are looking to work with generous giving partners who find value
in the work we do. From corporate who use their CSR or marketing
budget to individuals looking to impact lives. We believe in working
with like-minded giving partners who are passionate about making a
significant, long term investment in a child’s future.

Solar lighting has transformed
the lives of millions. In Sudan,
the World Bank found that
pass rates doubled, from 57
per cent to 97 per cent, after
students used solar lighting
for one year.

Bringing change with the help of child education and sustainability!!

Give a gift that will change children
lives. We are doing work that matters.
Raise your hand and be a part of it. Lets
bring change with the help of child
education and sustainability!!

info@yerite.co.in | sales@yerite.co.in

+91-9654783048

Follow us:

